Sinuous antennas are capable of producing ultrawideband radiation with polarization diversity. Such a capability makes the sinuous antenna an attractive candidate for wideband polarimetric radar applications. Additionally, the ability of the sinuous antenna to be implemented as a planar structure makes it a good fit for close in sensing applications such as ground penetrating radar. However, recent literature has shown the sinuous antenna to suffer from resonances which degrade performance. Such resonances produce late time ringing which is particularly troubling for pulsed close in sensing applications. The resonances occur in two forms: log-periodic resonances on the arms, and a resonance due to the outer truncation of the sinuous antenna geometry. A detailed investigation as to the correlation between the log-periodic resonances and the sinuous antenna design parameters indicates the resonances may be mitigated by selecting appropriate parameters. In addition, the resonance due to truncation may be mitigated by moving the circular truncation to the tip of the outermost cell which has advantages over the clipping method proposed in the literature.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE sinuous antenna was first published in a patent by DuHamel in 1987. The patent describes the sinuous antenna as the combination of frequency independent spiral and log-periodic antenna concepts which resulted in a design capable of producing ultra-wideband (UWB) radiation with polarization diversity [1] . Such attributes have made the sinuous antenna useful in direction finding [2] , [3] , human health monitoring [4] , radio astronomy [5] - [8] , terahertz detectors [9] - [12] , electromagnetic pulse (EMP) [13] , and other UWB applications.
Sinuous antennas are comprised of N arms each made up of P cells where the curve of the p th cell is described in polar coordinates (r, φ) by
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W. R. Scott, Jr., is with the Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, GA 30332 USA (e-mail: waymond.scott@ece.gatech.edu). angular width of the p th cell. The curve is then rotated ± the angle δ in order to fill out the arm. In this analysis, four arm (N = 4) sinuous antennas are considered with α and τ kept constant for all cells and δ set to 22.5 • in order to produce self-complementary structures (see Fig. 1 ). The selfcomplementary condition ensures that the sinuous antenna's input impedance is both real and frequency independent [14] . The antenna is fed by a self-complimentary arrangement of orthogonal bow-tie elements each feeding a set of opposing sinuous arms. The use of sinuous antennas in polarimetric radar systems [15] is especially intriguing due to the ability of the four arm sinuous antenna to produce dual polarized radiation over wide bandwidths. Other wideband antenna designs such as quadridge horn [16] , Vivaldi [17] , and resistive-vee [18] antennas provide similar capabilities. However, they require relatively large and often complex three dimensional structures in order to produce orthogonal senses of polarization. Alternatively, the sinuous antenna may be implemented as a planar structure. The combination of polarimetric capabilities with a low profile make the sinuous antenna attractive to close-in sensing applications such as ground penetrating radar (GPR).
Although sinuous antennas provide the desirable properties described above, research has demonstrated that the antennas suffer from resonances which degrade performance. The sharp ends produced by the outer truncation of the sinuous antenna have been shown to resonate when their length is approximately λ/2 which produces both pattern distortion and ringing in the time domain [19] - [22] . Further, log-periodic resonances occurring internal to the sinuous arms have been observed and shown to produce additional ringing as well as deleterious effects on gain smoothness, polarization purity, and group delay [22] , [23] .
Such resonances may reduce the effectiveness of sinuous antennas, particularly when applied to close-in sensing applications e.g., GPR. However, techniques for their mitigation have been presented in the literature. The sharp ends produced at the outer truncation of the sinuous antenna can be removed in order to prevent them from resonating [6] , [19] - [25] . Similarly, in [22] , [23] the sinuous cell tips were clipped along the antenna arm in order to mitigate the log-periodic resonances. While these techniques have been successful, they destroy the self-complimentary nature of the antenna which reduces both elegance and frequency independence. Further, as will be discussed later, the technique presented in [22] , [23] may be viewed as an approximation for a sinuous antenna with a smaller angular width (α).
Design equations in [1] relate α to both the beamwidth and bandwidth of the sinuous antenna. The low frequency cutoff of the sinuous antenna is dependent on α by
where α and δ are in radians [1] . Therefore, when designing a compact antenna for lower frequencies of operation (e.g., GPR), antenna designers may be motivated to choose large values for α. However, research presented herein will show that the aforementioned log-periodic resonances are directly correlated to the choice of α with larger values accentuating the resonances. Thus, when selecting a value of α, a trade-off between resonance severity and low frequency cutoff must be made. Similar guidance is provided in [26] which suggests α + δ be kept to ≤ 70 • "to ensure good efficiency and gain performance without dropouts over the frequency band." However, to the knowledge of the authors, no additional analysis on the correlation between design parameters and the log-periodic resonances is provided in the literature. In this paper, section II investigates the correlation between the design parameters α and τ and the periodic resonances. It will be shown that the periodic resonances may be eliminated by proper choice of design values alone without any additional modification e.g., clipping the cell tips. Section III presents a novel method for truncation of the sinuous antenna which mitigates the resonance due to the sharp ends of the antenna without destroying self-complementariness. Finally, section IV presents the results of an improved sinuous antenna design which implements the methods developed in the previous sections.
II. LOG-PERIODIC RESONANCES
In order to investigate the log-periodic resonances known to occur in sinuous antenna radiation, full-wave electromagnetic analysis of the antenna described by Fig. 1b 1 was conducted using the CST Microwave Studio [27] frequency domain solver with adaptive meshing 2 . Both pairs of opposing sinuous arms were terminated by an ideal port set to the theoretical impedance of 267 Ω [14] . A single pair was then driven, with the other pair remaining matched, in order to produce linearly polarized radiation. The resulting realized gain is shown in Fig. 2 and displays prominent resonances. The resonance at approximately 1.7 GHz is attributed to the sharp-ends of the antenna [22] and will be further discussed in section III. The additional resonances starting at 2.9 GHz are the topic of this section.
Since the values of both α and τ remain constant for each cell in the sinuous antenna analyzed, the antenna is considered to be a log-periodic structure [1] . Thus, the radiated fields at frequency f will repeat, since the structure repeats (scaled in size), at frequencies τ n f where n is an integer [28] . As expected, the resonances observed in Fig. 2 after 1.7 GHz are logarithmically periodic with period | ln τ | indicating the physical cause of a resonance repeats for each cell. This is consistent with the work presented in [22] which showed each resonance may be attributed to a specific cell. In this analysis, the correlation between the sinuous antenna design parameters and the log-periodic resonances is investigated.
A. Parametric Study
A parametric study of both the angular width α and expansion ratio τ was conducted in order to determine correlation with the log-periodic resonances. For this study, the value of α was swept from 35 • to 65 • in 5 • increments for three values of τ while maintaining all other sinuous design parameters constant (see summary in Table I ). Simulated current distributions, presented in previous work, indicated strong interactions between adjacent sinuous arms at resonance frequencies [22] . Therefore, in an attempt to mitigate such interactions, values of α less than 60 • were investigated because decreasing α results in less interleaving of adjacent sinuous arms.
Simulated boresight realized gains for each antenna with a different pair of α and τ are shown in Fig. 3 . From these results, it is evident that decreasing α causes a reduction in the amplitude of the resonances (including that due to the sharp ends). In fact, the log-periodic resonances are no longer visible at approximately α ≤ 45 • for all values of τ . Additionally, improvements to both axial ratio (AR) and group delay, similar to those obtained by cell trimming in [23] , were also observed. Fig. 4 shows worst case AR computed over the band containing the log-periodic resonances (not including effects of the sharp end resonance) vs. α for each value of τ . As can be seen, mitigation of the log-periodic resonances (smaller α) results in a 20 dB improvement in AR (increased linear polarization purity). This is due to the tendency of the resonances to produce elliptically polarized radiation. In addition to the AR, the group delay (shown in Fig. 5 ) exhibits increased smoothness 3 with decreased α which may be important for dispersion compensation in wideband imaging applications e.g., GPR.
Although decreasing α to ≤ 45 • results in many benefits to the radiation, the overall length of the sinuous antenna arms also decreased thus negatively impacting the low frequency operation of the antenna. The low frequency S 11 (matched to an ideal 267 Ω port) of the simulated 8 cell antennas is shown in Fig. 6 . As can be seen, reducing α from 65 • to 35 • resulted 500 MHz less bandwidth with S 11 ≤ −10 dB. Therefore, when selecting the design parameter α, a tradeoff must be made between resonance mitigation and low frequency operation.
B. Gain Smoothness Metric
The initial results indicated a strong correlation between α and the log-periodic resonances. However, the analysis resulted in a large amount of data which motivated the development of a gain smoothness metric for determining the success of each parameter combination at mitigating the logperiodic resonances. Since changes in the design parameters resulted in gain variations independent of the resonances, the deviation from a fixed value/line could not be reliably used as a metric. Hence, the metric developed is based on the variation of the realized gain from an N -point simple moving average (SMA) computed as
where N = 31 (600 MHz wide). More specifically, the metric M is the root mean squared (RMS) error between the co-pol realized gain and its SMA as
where in this case f start ≈ 3 GHz and f stop = 10 GHz. The actual starting frequency was adjusted for each design to ensure all the log-periodic resonances were included and not the resonance due to the sharp end. The results of the developed metric are shown in Fig. 7 and indicate that the gain smoothness converges at approximately α = 45 • for all values of τ . Further, the performance of α values larger than 45 • is noticeably better for the τ = 0.825 and τ = 0.866 cases compared to the τ = 0.75 case, with τ = 0.825 giving the best results. Therefore, if α values larger than 45 • are desired, e.g., for low frequency applications, the value of τ may be optimized to improve performance.
While the results clearly indicate the log-periodic resonances in sinuous antennas may be mitigated by proper choice of design parameters, the resonance due to the sharp ends is still present as illustrated by the gains shown in Fig. 3 . The truncation of the antenna must also be considered in order to obtain resonance free radiation.
III. TRUNCATION RESONANCES
The outer truncation radius R T of a sinuous antenna controls the antenna's lowest frequency of operation by the approximate relation where v is the wave velocity and α and δ are specified in radians [1] . Traditionally, the sinuous antenna has been truncated by a circle with radius equal to that of the outermost sinuous cell (R T = R 1 ) as illustrated by Fig. 1b . This method of truncation results in a "sharp end" at the outer radius of the antenna which produces a resonance that is responsible for the dip in gain observed at 1.7 GHz in Fig. 2 . While the severity of this resonance is reduced by choosing smaller values of α (see Fig. 3 ), the effects are not removed completely and may be undesirable for some applications. Thus, in order to prevent this resonance, the sharp end is often removed by clipping [6] , [19] - [25] as shown in Fig. 8a . To the authors' knowledge, no other forms of sinuous antenna truncation have been discussed in the literature.
A. Novel Truncation Method
An alternative method for the truncation of sinuous antennas that does not produce resonant sharp ends is shown in Fig.  8b . In this method the circular truncation is moved to the tip of the outermost cell thereby preventing the sharp end while maintaining self-complementariness after truncation. This is accomplished by setting the truncation radius R T to √ τ R 1 instead of R 1 .
Simulated co-pol realized gains of an 8 cell α = 45 • sinuous antenna truncated by the traditional method with sharp ends, traditional with sharp ends clipped (Fig. 8a) , and the novel tip truncation method (Fig. 8b) are presented in Fig. 9 . The results show both methods for truncating the antenna without sharp ends successfully mitigate the dip in gain caused by the resonance resulting in an ∼ 3 dB improvement. However, the low frequency realized gain of the novel tip truncated sinuous antenna is lower. This is due to the reduction in antenna size by moving the truncation inward on the antenna which results in less usable bandwidth at low frequency. In order to maintain the same outer radius, and thus similar low frequency performance, as a traditionally truncated sinuous antenna, τ and R 1 must be appropriately scaled.
IV. IMPROVED SINUOUS ANTENNA
Building on the results presented in Sections II and III, a sinuous antenna was designed in an effort to produce Fig.  1b while mitigating both log-periodic and truncation related resonances. The value of α is chosen as 45 • in order to prevent log-periodic resonances while the outer region is truncated by the method proposed in Section III-A. The antenna in Fig. 8a , α = 45 • and sharp ends clipped, could have also been used to provide similar resonance mitigation; however, a fully selfcomplimentary design was desired. The new antenna is shown in Fig. 10a and the design parameters are listed in Table II . Both τ and R 1 have been adjusted in order for the truncation radius to be equal to the outer radius of the reference design (R T = R ref 1 = 5 cm). In addition, the radius of the bowtie element feed is kept to a constant 0.5 cm. The number of cells P is increased by one in order to have the same number of full cells, once the circular truncation is applied to the outermost cell tip, as the reference antenna. From the results presented in Fig. 7 , one might have based the improved design on the 12 cells antenna with 50 • angular width; however, for comparison purposes, particularly in the time-domain, the improved design was kept as close to the reference antenna as possible.
For further comparison, the reference antenna was trimmed according the methods proposed in [20] (shown in Fig. 10b ) in order to mitigate the resonances. This required the removal of the sharp ends via clipping as well as a 20 • trim of all the sinuous cell tips. This antenna is compared against the reference as well as the improved design.
A. Frequency Domain Analysis
The simulated boresight co-polarized realized gains of the three antennas are shown in Fig. 11 . The results show that the improved design successfully mitigates both the logperiodic and truncation resonances while providing gain of similar (sometimes higher) magnitude. In comparison, the trimmed design is also able to mitigate the resonances but the realized gain is not as smooth. Similarly, the group delay is significantly smoother with the removal of the resonances as shown in Fig. 12 . The simulated match (S 11 ) of the antennas to an ideal 267 Ω port is shown in Fig. 13 . The different designs all have S 11 ≤ −10 dB starting at approximately 1.5 GHz (± 50 MHz) with the improved design having an overall better match than the trimmed version which is no longer selfcomplimentary due to trimming.
B. Time Domain Analysis
Resonances present in the gain of the sinuous antenna ultimately result in ringing when the antenna is used in pulsed type applications which can be particularly troublesome for close in sensing applications such as GPR. Examination of the radiated fields in the time domain is necessary to determine the extent of such ringing. Fig. 14 shows the radiated pulses (time-shifted to start at t = 0) from the three sinuous antennas when driven by an UWB pulse. The excitation pulse used was a Differentiated Gaussian which is defined by
where µ represents an arbitrary time shift and σ, defined as 2.3548/(2πf BW ), controls the width of the pulse. In the presented analysis v peak was set to 1 V and f BW to 7.5 GHz resulting in peak spectral energy at 3.2 GHz. As shown in Fig. 14 a slightly different pulse shape compared to the other designs which is due to the change in τ . Both the improved and trimmed designs provide similar performance improvements i.e., less ringing. However, the improved design is able to achieve this while maintaining a self-complimentary structure.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, an analysis of the relationship between the sinuous antenna design parameters and the log-periodic resonances in the radiation was presented. It was determined that these log-periodic resonances may be eliminated by proper selection of the arm angular width α. By choosing a value of α that reduces the interleaving of the arms, the log-periodic resonances were subsequently reduced. The optimal value of α was slightly impacted by the choice of expansion ratio τ but converged at approximately 45 • for all the designs investigated. These results are corroborated by design guidance provided in [26] . Mitigation of the log-periodic resonances by proper choice of design parameters provides advantages over other techniques proposed in the literature since the antenna remains self-complimentary and does not require any special modification of the arms. Further, this relationship explains why some researchers have encountered the logperiodic resonances and others have not.
In addition to the log-periodic resonances, a resonance occurs at low frequency due to the sharp end left by the sinuous antenna outer truncation. Such a resonance may be problematic for some applications. It was shown that by moving the truncation radius to the tip of the outermost sinuous cell both the sharp end and the corresponding resonance are eliminated. This novel truncation method has the benefit of maintaining the self-complimentary structure of the antenna as opposed to manual removal of the sharp ends via clipping.
Finally, a sinuous antenna was designed using these principles and was shown via simulation to provide the desired performance in both the frequency and time domain. More specifically, the antenna produced smooth radiation over a wide band while maintaining a good match to the theoretical input impedance.
